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ABSTRACT
We show how to bound and calculate the likelihood of dynamical large deviations using evolutionary reinforcement learning. An agent,
a stochastic model, propagates a continuous-time Monte Carlo trajectory and receives a reward conditioned upon the values of cer-
tain path-extensive quantities. Evolution produces progressively fitter agents, potentially allowing the calculation of a piece of a large-
deviation rate function for a particular model and path-extensive quantity. For models with small state spaces, the evolutionary process
acts directly on rates, and for models with large state spaces, the process acts on the weights of a neural network that parameterizes the
model’s rates. This approach shows how path-extensive physics problems can be considered within a framework widely used in machine
learning.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0015301., s

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine learning provides the physics community with meth-
ods that complement the traditional ones of physical insight and
manipulation of equations. Many-parameter ansätze, sometimes
encoded in the form of neural networks, can learn connections
between physical properties (such as the positions of atoms and a
system’s internal energy) without drawing upon an underlying phys-
ical model.1–15 Reinforcement learning is a branch of machine learn-
ing concerned with performing actions so as to maximize a numer-
ical reward.16 It has a close connection to ideas of stochastic control
enacted by variational or adaptive algorithms.17–25 A recent success
of reinforcement learning is the playing of computer games.26–43

Here, we show that reinforcement learning can also be used to prop-
agate trajectories of a stochastic dynamics conditioned upon poten-
tially rare values of a path-extensive observable. Doing so allows the
calculation of dynamical large deviations, which are of fundamental
importance, being to dynamical quantities what free energies are to
static ones.44–47

Calculating large deviations is a challenging problem for
which a variety of approaches have been developed.17–21,23,24,44,45,48–53

Simplest and most general are the universal upper bounds on large-
deviation rate functions for time-extensive observables.50–52 Rate
functions are proportional to the logarithmic probability with which
rare fluctuations are realized, and the universal bounds are state-
ments about how fluctuations of certain time-integrated quantities
are constrained by the average values of other quantities. These uni-
versal bounds are not intended to be methods of accurate numerical
sampling, and how closely they approximate the true rate func-
tion varies by system.54 Numerical methods for calculating large
deviations focus, by contrast, on the reconstruction of the scaled
cumulant-generating function, the Legendre transform of the rate
function. These methods include cloning,48 cloning augmented by
auxiliary dynamics,23 adaptive methods,24 and methods based on
matrix product states.53 Here, we work within the framework of the
variational ansatz for rare dynamics (VARD) method of Ref. 54. In
a technical sense, VARD can be viewed as a complement to other
numerical methods in that it uses only auxiliary dynamics. From
the standpoint of what it produces, it is in a sense intermediate
between the methods for producing general bounds and those for
numerically sampling rate functions. It provides a way of bound-
ing the rate function by proposing and minimizing a variational
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ansatz for the rare behavior of the problem under study. The bet-
ter the ansatz, the tighter the bound, and if the ansatz is good
enough, as determined by certain convergence criteria, the exact
rate function can be recovered. We showed previously that simple,
physically motivated ansätze containing 2 or 3 parameters, mini-
mized by enumeration of parameter space, produce descriptive (i.e.,
tight) bounds on large-deviation rate functions for a selection of
models, and from these bounds, the exact rate functions could be
recovered.

Here, we show that evolutionary learning using multi-
parameter ansätze, in some cases encoded by simple neural net-
works, provides tighter bounds still, which closely approximates the
rate functions of a selection of models. Thus by moving between
ansätze containing 1 or 2 parameters, and ansätze containing 10
or 20 parameters, we move between bounds of similar quality to
the universal bounds55 and bounds that are numerically close to
the exact rate function. The latter bounds provide a good starting
point for the calculation of the exact rate function (we provide two
examples here) or the study of the associated rare dynamics. We
focus here on the calculation of rate-function bounds using evolu-
tionary learning, a procedure that is technically simple and does not
require physical insight into the model under study. The alternative
approach, in which we rely on physical insights for the construction
of an ansatz, is described in Ref. 54.

II. LARGE DEVIATIONS BY CHANGE OF DYNAMICS
To set the large-deviation problem in a form amenable to

reinforcement learning, consider a continuous-time Monte Carlo
dynamics on a set of discrete states, with Wxy the rate for passing
between states x and y, and Rx = ∑y≠xWxy the escape rate from x.56

This dynamics generates a trajectory ω = x0 → x1 →⋯→ xN (ω) con-
sisting of N(ω) jumps xn → xn+1 and associated jump times Δtn.
In the language of reinforcement learning, Wxy is a policy (often
denoted by π) that stochastically selects a new state and a jump time
given a current state.

Stochastic trajectories can be characterized by path-extensive
observables A = aT, with

a = T−1
N−1

∑
n=0

αxnxn+1 . (1)

Here, αxy is the change of the observable upon moving between x
and y. This type of observable describes many physically important
quantities, including work, entropy production, and non-decreasing
counting observables.45,57–60 Let the typical value of a be a0, the lim-
iting value of (1) for a long trajectory of the model Wxy. Finite-time
fluctuations a ≠ a0 occur with a probability controlled by the distri-
bution ρT(A), taken over all trajectories of length T. For large T, this
distribution often adopts the large-deviation form44,46

ρT(A) ≈ e−TJ(a). (2)

J(a) is the large-deviation rate function, which quantifies the like-
lihood of observing atypical values of a.44,46 Calculation of J(a) far
from a0 using only the original model is not feasible, because such
values of a occur rarely. Instead, we can consider a new stochastic
model, which we call the reference model, whose purpose is to allow
the calculation of J(a) potentially far from a0.21,61

With the reference model, we can carry out a form of impor-
tance sampling.17–20,44,46,54,61–68 Let the rates of the reference model
be W̃xy and R̃x = ∑y≠x W̃xy, and let the limiting value of (1) for a long
reference-model trajectory be ã0. Then, an upper bound on J(a) at a
= ã0 is given by the value of

J0 = −T−1
N−1

∑
n=0

qxnxn+1 − T−1ΔqN (3)

for a long reference-model trajectory, where

qxnxn+1 = ln
Wxnxn+1

W̃xnxn+1

− Δ̃tn(Rxn − R̃xn), (4)

and ΔqN ≡ −(T −∑N−1
n=0 Δ̃tn)(RxN − R̃xN ). Here, Δ̃tn = − lnη/R̃xn is

the jump time of the reference model, and η is a random number
uniformly distributed on (0, 1]. Equation (3) follows from straight-
forward algebra (see Appendix A). It can be motivated by noting
that the probability of a jump x → y in time Δ̃t occurs in the ref-
erence model with probability (density) W̃xye−R̃xΔ̃t and Wxye−RxΔ̃t in
reference and original models; Eq. (3) is the sum over a trajectory of
the log-ratio of such terms (plus a boundary term).

Our aim in this paper was to use evolutionary reinforcement
learning to find a reference model (a new policy) W̃xy that produces
a particular typical value of (1), say ã0, and which minimizes (3).

Given a value of ã0, the model associated with the smallest
possible value of (3) is called the driven or effective model, and its
typical behavior is equivalent to the conditioned rare behavior of the
original model.21 The typical behavior of the driven model yields,
from (3), the piece J(ã0) of the rate function of the original model
at the point a = ã0. In previous work,54 we showed that the ref-
erence model need only be close to the driven model (in a sense
made precise in that paper) in order to calculate J(ã0); from the typ-
ical behavior of such a reference model, we get a bound [Eq. (3)]
J0(ã0) > J(ã0), and by sampling the atypical behavior of the refer-
ence model, we can (under certain conditions) compute a correc-
tion J1(ã0) such that J0(ã0) + J1(ã0) = J(ã0). There, we showed that
simple, physically motivated choices of reference model lead to rel-
atively tight bounds (J0 ≈ J) and small corrections J1 ≪ J0 for a set
of models taken from the literature. In this paper, we show how to
further improve the quality of these bounds using multi-parameter
ansätze determined by evolutionary learning. We do not focus here
on the calculation of the correction term (for more detail of that cal-
culation, including convergence criteria, see Ref. 54), but we show
for two of our examples that the correction term is indeed small.
Error bars associated with the bound scale as 1/√N, where N is
the number of events in the trajectory. For the models studied here,
we chose N large enough that error bars are smaller than symbol
sizes.

The formulation of this section describes an extreme exam-
ple of reinforcement learning in which there is no instantaneous
reward, only an overall reward (or return) associated with the entire
trajectory.16 Given that we possess a constraint on a, work in con-
tinuous time, and the return depends explicitly on the policy, this
problem also falls outside the (standard) Markov decision process
framework.69,70 A natural approach to such problems is evolution-
ary algorithms, which are simple to apply and have been shown to
be competitive with gradient-based methods16 on complex problems
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whose solution requires upwards of thousands of parameters.38,71–77

We use an evolutionary approach in this paper.

III. LARGE DEVIATIONS VIA EVOLUTIONARY
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

As proof of principle, we consider the example of entropy pro-
duction in the 4-state model of Ref. 51. The model’s rates do not
satisfy detailed balance, and so it produces nonzero entropy on aver-
age.78 The dynamical observable a is (1) with αxy = ln(pxy/pyx), where
pxy = Wxy/Rx. In Fig. 1(a), we depict the model (the middle picture),
with states x numbered clockwise from 1 at the top left. Red and blue
links denote connections x → y with negative and positive entropy
production, respectively, and the thickness of the links is propor-
tional to the rate associated with the connection. The model’s state
space is small enough that the master operator can be solved by diag-
onalization,44 yielding the exact rate function J(a), shown as a black
dashed line in Fig. 1(b).

We can reconstruct this function using evolutionary reinforce-
ment learning by mutating the rates W̃xy of a set of reference models
until certain values of (1) and (3) are achieved. The process is as
follows:

We start by running a trajectory of the reference model (of N
= 104 events) and recording the typical value of the observable and

FIG. 1. (a) Evolutionary reinforcement learning can produce versions of the 4-state
model of Ref. 51 whose typical dynamics are exactly equivalent to the rare dynam-
ics of the original model (center) conditioned on values of entropy production a.
(b) From these, we can calculate the corresponding large-deviation rate function,
J(a). The black dashed line is the exact answer, obtained by matrix diagonaliza-
tion,44,46 and the blue and gray dashed lines are the Conway–Maxwell–Poisson
(CMP) bound52 and the universal current bound,50,51 respectively. The green
points describe a bound resulting from a set of models generated by evolution-
ary reinforcement learning; this bound is effectively exact. Each green point is
calculated using a single trajectory of a stochastic model produced by the evolu-
tionary process. Inset left: enlargement of the boxed area. Inset right: we contrast
one model (lower image) produced by evolution [see panel (a)] with a second
model (upper image) that produces the same typical value of a but whose rates
are uniformly scaled versions of the original model.

bound, the long-time limits of (1) and (3), respectively. Initially, the
reference model is the original model, W̃xy =Wxy, and so a = a0 and
J0 = 0.

To perform an evolutionary step, we create a mutant model
whose rates are

Ŵxy = eϵ(ηxy−1/2)W̃xy. (5)

Here, ϵ is an evolutionary rate and ηxy is a uniformly distributed ran-
dom number on (0, 1]. The parameter ϵ is a learning rate, and its
effect is similar to other types of learning rates in machine learn-
ing, or basic step size in Monte Carlo simulation: if it is too small,
then we do not explore parameter space rapidly enough; if it is too
large, then the acceptance rate is too low; and somewhere in between
these extremes its precise numerical value does not matter. The lat-
ter regime must be determined empirically, and we found values of
ϵ of order 0.1 to be acceptable.

With this new set of rates, we run a new trajectory and compute
the new values of a and J0, called â and Ĵ0, respectively. If our selec-
tion criteria are fulfilled (see below), then we accept the mutation
and set W̃xy = Ŵxy, a = â, and J0 = Ĵ0 (i.e., the mutant model becomes
the new reference model); if not, we retain the current reference
model.

We imposed two types of selection criteria. For the first, called
a-evolution, we accepted the mutation if â is closer than a to a
specified target value a⋆, i.e., if

∣â − a⋆∣ < ∣a − a⋆∣. (6)

For the second, called J-evolution, we accept the mutation if Ĵ0 is
smaller than J0 and if â lies within a tolerance δ of a specified pinning
value a†, i.e., if

Ĵ0 < J0 and ∣â − a†∣ < δ. (7)

The process of a-evolution leads to reference models able to generate
values of a far from a0, while J-evolution leads to reference models
that generate values of a in a manner as close as possible to the orig-
inal model. The role of the parameter δ in (7) is to constrain the
reference model to a particular window of a, and its value can be
chosen for convenience (e.g., to ensure that we plot particular points
along the rate function).

We alternated five steps of a-evolution, using an evolutionary
rate of ϵ = 0.1, with 50 steps of J-evolution, using an evolutionary
rate of ϵ = 0.05 and a tolerance of δ = 0.1. During J-evolution, we
chose the pinning value a† to be the last value of a produced by the
preceding phase of a-evolution. Upon reaching a specified value a⋆,
we carried out an additional Nev = 105 steps of J evolution (with
a† = a⋆), again using ϵ = 0.05 and δ = 0.1. We took Nev large enough
that the bound had stopped evolving under J-evolution. For the 4-
state model, the chosen value 105 is much larger than necessary,
because the bound stopped evolving after a few hundred steps. We
carried out 100 independent simulations, each with a different target
value a⋆.

Some of the models produced in this way are shown in Fig. 1(a),
and the associated rate-function bounds are shown as green circles
in panel (b). All points (ã0, J0) on the bound, derived from the typ-
ical behavior of the reference models, lie on the exact rate function
of the original model, indicating that each reference model’s typi-
cal dynamics is equivalent to the conditioned rare dynamics of the
original model. Some of the reference models so obtained are shown
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in panel (a) and in the inset of panel (b). The blue and gray dashed
lines are, respectively, the Conway–Maxwell–Poisson bound52 (see
Appendix B) and the universal current bound.50,51

IV. A NEURAL-NETWORK ANSATZ FOR MODELS WITH
LARGE STATE SPACES
A. A lattice model whose state space is small enough
to diagonalize

In Sec. III, we saw that evolutionary reinforcement learning
using 12 trainable parameters (the 12 rates of the reference model)
permits accurate computation of the rate function, i.e., accurate
computation of probabilities exponentially small in the trajectory
length T. However, direct application of rate-based evolution is
impractical for models with a large number of rates. To overcome
this problem, we can encode the rates of the reference model as a
neural network, and we illustrate this procedure in this section using
the one-dimensional Fredrickson–Andersen (FA) model.79

The FA model is a lattice model with dynamical rules that give
rise to slow relaxation and complex space–time behavior.80 On each
site i of a lattice of length L lives a spin Si, which can be up (+1) or
down (−1). Up-spins (respectively, down-spins) flip down (respec-
tively, up) with rate 1 − c (respectively, c) if at least one of their
neighboring spins is up; if not, then they cannot flip. We take the
dynamical observable a to be the number of configuration changes
per unit time, αxy = 1, often called activity.45 To determine the large-
deviation rate function J(a) for activity, we chose a reference-model
parameterization

W̃xy =Wxyew0 efy−fx . (8)
Here, w0 is a parameter that effectively speeds up or slows down the
clock,54,81 and f x is the value in state x of the neural network shown
in Fig. 2. This network is inspired by the convolutional neural net-
works used to recognize images82,83 and consists of a set of feature

detectors or spin “filters” that scan the lattice for specified spin pat-
terns. Here, we consider filters called kα, each having L hidden nodes;
the output of a hidden node is 1 if the k consecutive spins to which it
is attached are all in state α, and is zero otherwise (i.e., the activation
function is a step function). The network has one hidden layer. The
weights connecting the input layer (the lattice) to the hidden layer
are unity, and the weights connecting the hidden layer to the out-
put node are denoted w±k ; these are the trainable parameters of the
network. All weights within a filter have the same value, a constraint
suggested by the translational invariance of the model. The output
of the network is

fx = w1g1(Sx) +
K

∑
k=2
∑
α=±1

wα
k g

α
k (Sx), (9)

where Sx is the configuration of the lattice in state x, and gαk (⋅)
returns the number of active hidden nodes in the filter kα [see
Fig. 2(a)]. The reference model contains 2K trainable parameters:
w0, w1 (only one type of 1-spin filter is necessary), and w±2 ,⋯,w±K ;
note that K = L when all filter types are used.

The form of (9) is similar to the multi-parameter auxiliary
potential of Ref. 23, used to improve the convergence of the cloning
method48 in order to calculate the large-deviation function of the FA
model. The present approach is different, however, in that the calcu-
lation is done using direct simulation of a reference model whose
parameters are determined by an evolutionary process (rather than
using rare-event algorithms such as cloning or transition-path sam-
pling84), and results in the calculation of J(a) directly, rather than its
Legendre transform.44

To test the method, we considered the FA model with periodic
boundary conditions and the parameter choices c = 0.3 and L = 15,
the latter value being small enough that the exact J(a) can be deter-
mined by diagonalization of the model’s rate matrix; that function
is shown as a black dashed line in Fig. 3(a). We next introduce the

FIG. 2. Sketch of the neural-network
reference-model ansatz used to compute
the dynamical large deviations of the FA
lattice model. (a) The building block of
the network is a kα-spin “filter,” whose
hidden nodes activate when the k con-
secutive spins to which they are attached
are all of type α = ± (periodic boundaries
account for the diagonal line between
input and hidden layers). Here, we show
a 2+-spin filter applied to a lattice of
L = 15 sites; shown right is an exam-
ple configuration. The output of the fil-
ter is the number of hidden nodes that
are on (here 3) multiplied by the weights
denoted by the blue lines. (b) Structure
of a 1-spin filter and a 7-spin filter (lat-
tice size L = 15). (c) The complete net-
work contains a single hidden layer of
2K filters (K ≤ L), with 2K − 1 trainable
parameters (the colored lines). The net-
work output is the function f displayed
in (9).
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FIG. 3. (a) Evolutionary reinforcement learning using neural-network spin filters up to order K = 7 (green circles) closely approximates the large-deviation rate function J(a)
for activity a in the FA model of L = 15 sites (black). Also shown are the CMP universal activity bound52 (gray dashed) and evolutionary trajectories of two neural-network
reference models (gray and orange). The CMP bound is informative because it results from a set of reference models whose rates are uniform multiples of those of the
original model and which therefore visit the same typical set of microstates as the original model, just faster or slower (see Appendix B); as a result, the discrepancy between
the CMP bound and the true rate function indicates the importance of rare microstates to the rare behavior of the model. Inset: the numerically sampled rate function (blue
squares) calculated from the bound plus correction term agrees with the exact answer. (b) Values of some of the weights of the neural network (9) for the reference models
that produce the green circles in panel (a). (c) Space (vertical) vs time (horizontal) plots for trajectories of length T = 2 × 103 for five different reference models. Blue pixels
indicate up-spins. The typical values of the activity for each model are shown left of the plot; the center reference model is the original model.

reference model (8) and do evolutionary reinforcement learning on
the weights of the network, as follows:

All neural-network weights w ∈ {w0,w1,{wα
K}} of the ref-

erence model (8) were initially zero. Each proposed evolutionary
move consisted of a shift of each weight by independent Gaussian-
distributed random numbers of zero mean and variance σ2 = 10−4,

w → w + N(0, σ2). (10)

The parameter σ is a learning rate, and its effect is similar to other
types of learning rates in machine learning, or basic step size in
Monte Carlo simulation. We found values of σ of order 0.01 to be
acceptable. We ran trajectories for N = 105 events and recorded
the values of (1) and (3) after each proposed trajectory. We did a-
evolution on the parameters w0 and w1 until a specified value a⋆ was
reached. This procedure was as described for the 4-state model, with
the additional restriction that the new bound must be not more than
a value μ = 0.2 larger than the current bound. That is, the proposed
set of weights was accepted if

∣â − a⋆∣ < ∣a − a⋆∣ and Ĵ0 < J0 + μ. (11)

We introduced the parameter μ in order to test the effect of replac-
ing the alternating a- and J-evolution of Sec. III with a “regularized”
form of a-evolution (one that does not allow the bound to grow
beyond a particular size in any one step). If μ was chosen very small
(e.g., ≲10−3), then a-evolution could not get going at all, because
the bound must be allowed to increase in size at some point in the
calculation. If μ was set very large (e.g., of order 10, so that the
second requirement in (11) was effectively not present), then we
observed the effect seen with the gray line in Fig. 5, whereby the
bound obtained after a-evolution and prior to J-evolution was much
larger than the exact value of J. For intermediate values of μ, such as
the value 0.2 chosen here, the bound obtained prior to J-evolution
was in general close to the exact answer (see the gray and orange
lines in Fig. 3). However, the total computer time required in the
cases of moderate and large μ was similar.

We then did J-evolution using a tolerance of δ = 0.02 [see
Eq. (7)], for Nev = 3 × 104 proposed trajectories, with higher-order
spin filters applied. We ran 50 simulations, each with a different
target value of a.

In Fig. 3(a), we show results of these calculations using spin fil-
ters up to order K = 7. Increasing K from 0 improves the quality of
the bound until, for K ≳ 4, the bound becomes numerically close
to the exact answer; see Fig. 4. This figure demonstrates that the
quality of the bound exceeds that of the few-parameter, physically
motivated ansatz used in Ref. 54. The neural network contains many
fewer parameters than the model has rates (unlike in many deep-
learning studies), and so we do not necessarily expect the bound to
be exact. If the bound is good, the exact answer can be calculated

FIG. 4. As Fig. 3(a), showing results for neural-network spin filters up to order
K = 2, 4, 7. For K ≳ 4, the bound is numerically close to the exact answer. Also
shown is the CMP universal activity bound52 (gray), which results from the typical
dynamics of a reference model whose rates are uniform multiples of those of the
original model, and the (c, λ) bound of Ref. 54 (blue). The latter is essentially
equivalent to the case K = 1.
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by computing a correction term.54 We calculated the correction term
using the neural-network reference model plus the procedure and
Python script85 described in Ref. 54 and show the bound plus con-
verged correction in the inset to panel (a) of Fig. 3. Error bars are
smaller than symbols. Here, the correction term is very small (which
is apparent from a comparison of the bound, the green circles, and
the exact answer, the black dashed line), indicating that the typical
dynamics of this set of reference models is similar to the conditioned
rare behavior of the original model. Comparison of these results with
the exact result, and with the (c, λ)-bound from Ref. 54 (Fig. 4),
indicates that rare trajectories of the FA model with parameter c
resemble the typical trajectories of versions of the FA model with
different values of the parameter c, but with slightly different tenden-
cies to display spin domains of different lengths. These tendencies
are quantified by the weights of the neural network, some of which
are shown in Fig. 3(b). In panel (c), we show space–time plots of the
trajectories of five reference models.

In Fig. 4, we reproduce some of the results shown in Fig. 3(a),
together with results obtained for different values of K. In phys-
ical terms, the value of K determines the length scale over which
the dynamical rules of the reference model act. The original model

possesses only nearest-neighbor dynamical rules; its dynamics
conditioned upon certain values of a involves potentially long-range
correlations.45,86 Figure 4 shows how closely (in terms of probabili-
ties) the typical dynamics of reference models whose dynamical rules
possess K-spin correlations approximate this conditioned dynamics:
K ≈ 4 is sufficient to closely approximate the rate function.

B. Lattice models whose state space is too large to
diagonalize

With proof of principle demonstrated using models whose state
space is small enough to solve by matrix diagonalization, we show
in Fig. 5 that bounds produced by evolutionary learning can closely
approximate rate functions whose calculation requires state-of-the-
art numerical methods. For this purpose, we chose the 100-site FA
model of Ref. 53 (for c = 0.1), whose state space is large enough that
state-of-the-art methods are needed to compute its large-deviation
rate function. This FA model has open boundary conditions. We
also considered the 36-site FA model of Ref. 23, which has periodic
boundary conditions.

FIG. 5. (a) A spin filter (feature detector) related to those shown in Fig. 2, but generalized to recognize 2K features in the vicinity of each lattice site (here, for the purpose of
illustration, L = 20 and K = 4). Each hidden node possesses 2K internal states (identified by colors) and the same number of parameters; the output of the network is (13).
(b) Similar to Fig. 3(a), but using the FA model of Ref. 53 (L = 100, c = 0.1). We show the CMP bound52 (gray), the three-parameter bound of Ref. 54 (blue), the results
of evolutionary learning using the network shown in panel (a), for K = 2, 4, or 5, and the exact answer obtained using matrix product states53 (black). Evolutionary learning
produces a bound numerically close to the exact answer. We also show one evolutionary trajectory (gray). (c) Bound vs number of trajectories of J-evolution for one particular
choice of a [labeled by the black arrow connecting panels (b) and (c)], for the cases K = 2, 4, and 5 [the latter corresponds to the gray line in panel (b)]. (d) Bound (green)
and corrected bound (blue) for the FA model of Ref. 23 (c = 0.2, L = 36) using a neural-network reference model with K = 4.
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Initial tests using the L = 100 FA model, done using evolution-
ary learning on the network shown in Fig. 2 (with K = 5), produced a
bound that was visibly less close to the exact answer than in the case
L = 15, suggesting the need for a neural-network ansatz able to detect
more detailed features. We therefore replaced the network shown in
Fig. 2 with the one shown in Fig. 5(a). This new network is capable of
learning which features (spin patterns) are most significant; by con-
trast, the network shown in Fig. 2 searches only for homogeneous
blocks of spins.

Each hidden node i = 1, 2, . . . L in the new network couples to
K input nodes (lattice sites) and takes one of 2K values. This value,
called hx(i) in microstate x, is determined by the state of the K spins
to which is it connected, via

hx(i) =
K−1

∑
m=0

2m(1 + Sxi+m
2
). (12)

The output of the network in microstate x is then

fx =
L

∑
i=1

whx(i), (13)

where the 2K weights whx(i) are, along with w0, the trainable param-
eters of the model. The reference-model ansatz is again (8), but now
with (13) replacing (9).

We ran 40 evolutionary simulations, each with a different tar-
get value of a between 0.1 and 30 (the typical a of the original model
is ∼3.5). We turned on the neural network from the start and used
trajectories of N = 2 × 105 events. We did a-evolution [using Eq. (6)]
to generate the desired values of a and then did J-evolution for ≈3
× 104 proposed trajectories. The results are shown in Fig. 5(b): for
K ≳ 4, the bound produced is inexact, but numerically close to the
exact answer. In panel (c), we show the evolution of the bound as a
function of the number of evolutionary steps ntraj. As a guide to CPU
consumption, 100 trajectories of N = 2 × 105 events (each followed
by a neural-network mutation step) take 5 s, 17 s, and 31 s for the
cases K = 2, 4, and 5, respectively, on a 3.1 GHz Intel Core i7 proces-
sor (and so the total simulation time for the case K = 5 was of order
4 h on that processor).

In panel (d), we show the bound and converged corrected
bound for the 36-site FA model of Ref. 23, providing further evi-
dence that the strategy presented here can be applied to models
whose treatment requires specialized methods.

We note that we used slightly different variants of the a- and
J-evolution protocols for each of the 4-state model and the small
and large FA models (each protocol is detailed above), in order to
explore the effect of changing protocol. We did not find one pro-
tocol to be obviously better than the others, suggesting that a num-
ber of different evolutionary strategies can be used to tackle these
problems.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In previous work, we showed how to calculate dynamical large-

deviation rate functions using a variational ansatz for rare dynam-
ics (VARD).54 The first step of the VARD method is to calculate
a rate-function bound, derived from the typical behavior of the
ansatz, and we showed in that paper that ansätze containing a few

parameters motivated by physical insight produced tight bounds
for a set of models taken from the literature. In this paper, we
have shown that multi-parameter ansätze, in the form of a relatively
simple neural network (“VARDNet”), combined with evolutionary
reinforcement learning, produce tighter bounds on dynamical large-
deviation rate functions for a selection of models. In these cases, no
physical insight into the model under study was required. Moving
between ansätze containing 1 or 2 parameters, and ansätze contain-
ing 10 or 20 parameters, we move between bounds of similar quality
to the universal bounds50–52 and bounds that are numerically close to
the exact rate function. Tight bounds provide a good starting point
for the calculation of the exact rate function, or the study of the
associated rare dynamics.

In treating the lattice models, we have introduced simple neural
networks as reference-model ansätze for the rare behavior of each.
The question of which network is best for a particular model and
application is an open one. We used the single-layer architectures
shown in Figs. 2 and 5, partly because the rates for reference-model
spin flips then depend only on the states of the few feature detectors
to which a spin is attached, and this allows relatively efficient and
rapid updating of rate tables during the course of a continuous-time
Monte Carlo simulation. A natural next step would be to apply a
deeper network during later stages of evolution (see, e.g., Ref. 87,
which appeared while this paper was in revision). Doing so would
make for more costly simulation, but would allow each reference-
model rate to be informed by the state of the entire lattice, thereby
increasing the descriptive power of the ansatz.

The approach described here is a complement to the
growing body of methods designed to compute large devia-
tions.21,23,24,44,45,48,49 It can also be straightforwardly adapted to
treat other physical problems that involve time- or path-extensive
quantities; one example is molecular self-assembly, whose outcome
depends in a potentially complex way on the entire history of the
interactions of a set of molecules.88
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APPENDIX A: LARGE DEVIATIONS BY CHANGE OF
MODEL

For completeness, we present the derivation of Eq. (3) of the
main text, which follows straightforwardly from the definition of the
probability distribution. The derivation follows Ref. 54 with minor
notational changes. For more on the ideas of dynamic importance
sampling, see, e.g., Refs. 44, 61–67, and 21 (especially Sec. V).

Consider a continuous-time dynamics on a set of discrete
states, defined by the master equation89
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∂tPx(t) =∑
y≠x

WyxPy(t) − RxPx(t). (A1)

Here, Px(t) is the probability that the system is in (micro)state x
at time t, Wxy is the rate for passing from state x to state y, and
Rx = ∑y≠xWxy is the escape rate from x. A standard way of simu-
lating (A1) is as follows:56 from state x, choose a new state y with
probability

pxy = Wxy

Rx
, (A2)

and a time increment Δt from the distribution

px(Δt) = Rxe−RxΔt . (A3)

The dynamics defined by (A2) and (A3) generates a trajectory ω = x0
→ x1 → ⋯→ xN (ω) consisting of N(ω) jumps xn → xn+1 and associ-
ated jump times Δtn. Associated with an ensemble of trajectories of
length T is the probability distribution

ρT(A) =∑
ω
p(ω)δ(T)δ(A) (A4)

of a time-extensive dynamical observable

A(ω) =
N(ω)−1

∑
n=0

αxnxn+1 . (A5)

In these expressions, δ(X) ≡ δ(X(ω) − X) specifies a constraint on
the trajectory, αxy is the change of A upon moving from x to y, and
A(ω) is the sum of these quantities over a single trajectory ω. We
define a(ω) ≡ A(ω)/T(ω) as the time-intensive version of A. T(ω)
is the elapsed time of trajectory ω, and p(ω) is the probability of a
trajectory ω, proportional to a product of factors (A2) and (A3) for
all jumps of the trajectory.

Fluctuations of a are quantified by ρT(A), which for large T
often adopts a large-deviation form44,46

ρT(A) ≈ e−TJ(a). (A6)

Direct evaluation of (A4) using the dynamics (A2) and (A3) leads
to good sampling of J(a) near the typical value a0, where J(a0) = 0,
and poor sampling elsewhere. To overcome this problem, we can
introduce a reference dynamics,

p̃xy = W̃xy

R̃x
, (A7)

and
p̃x(Δt) = R̃xe−R̃xΔt , (A8)

in which W̃xy is a modified version of the rate of the original model,
and R̃x ≡ ∑y W̃xy. Let p̃(ω) be the trajectory weight of the reference
dynamics, proportional to a product of factors (A7) and (A8) for all
jumps of the trajectory. We write

⟨⋅⟩a ≡∑
ω
p(ω)(⋅)δ(T)δ(aT) (A9)

and
⟨⋅⟩aref ≡∑

ω
p̃(ω)(⋅)δ(T)δ(aT) (A10)

for the ensemble averages over trajectories (having length T and
observable A = aT) of the original and reference models, respec-
tively. We can then write (A4) as

ρT(A) = ⟨1⟩a

= ⟨eTq(ω)⟩aref (A11)

= eT⟨q(ω)⟩
a
ref⟨eTδq(ω)⟩aref. (A12)

Here, eTq(ω) = p(ω)/p̃(ω) is the reweighting factor (also known
as the likelihood ratio or Radon–Nikodym derivative21,61), and the
quantity δq(ω) ≡ q(ω) − ⟨q(ω)⟩aref; the angle brackets denote an
average over many trajectories of a reference model with typical
observable a.

We have

q(ω) = T−1 ln
p(ω)
p̃(ω) = T

−1
N−1

∑
n=0

qxnxn+1 + T−1ΔqN , (A13)

where

qxnxn+1 = ln
Wxnxn+1

W̃xnxn+1

− Δ̃tn(Rxn − R̃xn), (A14)

and ΔqN ≡ −(T −∑N−1
n=0 Δ̃tn)(RxN − R̃xN ). The latter term accounts

for not leaving microstate xN between the time of entry and the final
time T. Here, Δ̃tn = − lnη/R̃xn is the jump time of the reference
model (η is a random number uniformly distributed on (0, 1]).

Taking logarithms of (A12) and the large-T limit gives

J(ã0) = J0(ã0) + J1(ã0), (A15)

where

J0(ã0) = −⟨q(ω)⟩ã0
ref (A16)

and

J1(ã0) = − 1
T

ln⟨eTδq(ω)⟩ã0
ref. (A17)

In these expressions, ã0 is the typical value of a for the reference
model. The term (A16) is by Jensen’s inequality an upper bound on
the piece of the rate function J(a) at the point a = ã0, i.e.,

J(ã0) ≤ J0(ã0). (A18)

The bound can be determined by computing the values of (A5) and
(A13) for a suitably long reference-model trajectory. If the reference
model’s typical dynamics is similar to the conditioned rare dynam-
ics of the original model (something we generally do not know in
advance), then the bound J0(ã0) will be tight, and if it is tight enough,
the exact value of J(ã0) can be calculated from (A17) by sampling
the (slightly) atypical behavior of the reference model.54 In the main
text, we show that evolutionary reinforcement learning can generate
reference models for which the correction term is very small. The
optimal reference model, called the driven or auxiliary process,21,44,61

is one for which the bound is exact, meaning that its typical behav-
ior is equivalent to the conditioned rare behavior of the original
model.
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APPENDIX B: THE CMP UNIVERSAL ACTIVITY BOUND
The Conway–Maxwell–Poisson (CMP) formula

JCMP(a) = k0

a0
(a ln

a
a0

+ a0 − a) (B1)

gives a bound on the large-deviation rate function J(a) for any non-
decreasing counting observable a; here, a0 is the typical value of
the observable, and k0 is the typical dynamical activity k (the total
number of configuration changes per unit time). Equation (B1) was
derived in Ref. 52 from the result known as Level 2.5 of large devi-
ations,90,91 and we have used this form in Figs. 3–5 (for the case
a = k).

We note here that the CMP formula can be straightforwardly
derived from the generic bound (3), without using Level 2.5 of large
deviations. Let a0 and k0 be the typical activities produced by an orig-
inal model Wxy. Then, a reference model W̃xy = γWxy, whose rates
are uniformly rescaled versions of those of the original model, will
produce typical activities γa0 and γk0 (a uniform rescaling of rates
does not affect the choice of new state, i.e., W̃xy/R̃x = Wxy/Rx, and
so the reference model will visit the same set of states as the original
model, just faster or slower). The reference-model escape rate is then
R̃x = γRx. In (3), we assume the long-time, steady-state limit and so
replace the fluctuating jump time Δ̃tn with its mean 1/R̃xn , giving

J0(ã0) = T−1
N−1

∑
n=0
(ln γ +

1 − γ
γ
)

= k̃0(ln
ã0

a0
+
a0 − ã0

ã0
)

= k̃0

ã0
(ã0 ln

ã0

a0
+ a0 − ã0)

= k0

a0
(ã0 ln

ã0

a0
+ a0 − ã0), (B2)

where ã0 = γa0 and k̃0 = γk0 are, respectively, the typical values of a
and k for the reference model (a0 and k0 are the analogous quantities
for the original model). Equation (B2) is the bound associated with
the single reference model whose rates are W̃xy = γWxy. By choosing
different values of γ, we create a family of reference models, each
with a distinct typical behavior, and so we can replace ã0 in Eq. (B2)
with the general a; doing so, we recover Eq. (B1), the CMP bound.

The derivation leading to (B2) specifies only that a = A/T be
derived from a time-extensive quantity A, so that rescaling all rates
by a factor γ > 0 changes the typical value of the observable, a0, to
γa0. Thus, the CMP bound applies to any time-extensive quantity,
including currents, not just non-decreasing counting variables. This
fact justifies its inclusion in Fig. 1, where we consider entropy pro-
duction (a current). However, the CMP bound does not address the
a < 0 sector, which cannot be accessed if the typical value of the
observable of the original model is a0 > 0 (because any reference
model obtained under a rescaling of rates has ã0 = γa0 > 0).

A simple way to produce a bound pertaining to the a < 0 sector
is to use the γ-rescaling on the time-reversed version of the original
model. To see this, we proceed as follows: Consider the reference
model obtained by rescaling the rates of the original model, Wxy, by

the exponential of (minus) the entropy production,

W̃xy = e−σxyWxy (B3)

= πy
πx

pyx
pxy

Wxy (B4)

= Rx

πx
πypyx. (B5)

Here, we are using standard notation for Markov chains:
pxy = Wxy/Rx is the probability of moving to (micro)state y, given
that we are in state x; Rx = ∑yWxy is the escape rate from x; and πx
is the invariant measure, which satisfies

πx =∑
y
πypyx. (B6)

Summing (B5) over y and using (B6) shows that the escape rate of
the reference model is equal to that of the original,

R̃x =∑
y
Wxy =∑

y
(B5) = Rx

πx
πx = Rx. (B7)

Then upon dividing (B4) by R̃x = Rx, we have

p̃xy = πy
πx

pyx, (B8)

and so this reference model generates the time-reversed Markov
chain.92 If the observable a is a current, odd under time reversal,
then the typical value of the observable in the reference model is ã0
= −a0.

To determine the value of the bound associated with the time-
reversed model, we insert (B3) into the long-time version of (3),
giving

J0 = −T−1
N−1

∑
n=0

σxnxn+1 = −σ̃0 = σ0. (B9)

Thus, choosing the time-reversed model to be the reference model
gives as a bound a single point (−a0, σ0) on the rate function of any
current a; here, a0 and σ0 are the typical values of the current and
the entropy production rate in the original model.

If we now apply a γ-rescaling to the time-reversed model, we
create a family of reference models with rates

W̃xy = γe−σxyWxy. (B10)

Using (3) and the results (B2) and (B9), it is straightforward to show
that the bound associated with this family of reference models is

J0(a) = σ0

a0
∣a∣ + k0

a0
(∣a∣ ln ∣a∣

a0
+ a0 − ∣a∣). (B11)

Hence, one bound on any current a is provided by the combination
of (B2) (with ã0 → a) for a ≥ 0 and (B11) for a < 0. We show this
bound (for the choice a = σ for the 4-state model) as a blue dotted
line in Fig. 6. The double-well form results from the fact that the
associated family of reference models is a glued-together combina-
tion of forward and time-reversed “original” models with uniformly
rescaled rates. A comparison with the universal current bound50,51

(gray dotted line) shows that the latter was derived from a differ-
ent family of models (see Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. 54 for a comparison
between the universal current bound and the bounds produced by
other families of reference models).
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FIG. 6. Supplement to Fig. 1 of the main text, the large-deviation rate function J(a)
for entropy production a in a 4-state model (black and green). We show as a blue
dashed line the CMP universal activity bound52 and its time reverse, Eq. (B11),
which together provide a rudimentary bound on any current. Shown in gray is the
universal current bound.50,51
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